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 The work presents new theoretical equipment for the representation of 
natural languages (NL) in computers. Linguistics: morphology, semantics, 
and syntax are also presented as components of subtle computer science that 

form. A structure and an integrated data system. The presented useful theory 
of language is a new method to learn the language by separating the fields of 
semantics and syntax.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In natural language, two autonomous phenomena are intertwined in NL: Discrete (grammar) and 

analog (semantics). Grammar (morphology and syntax) can be described in the language of mathematics [1]. 

Morphological the forms of words allow them to be distinguished and attributed they and their combinations 

have different values that they are recorded in the semantic dictionary [2]. In this case, this article shows you 

how to do this. The morphology model contains rules construction of word forms; word form of representation 
on the word in the original form and its morphological with parameters made up of decimal digits. We have the 

same morphological parameters forms a lexical group [3]. The model of NL syntax is based on the following 

assumptions are made: Mental sentences, that of the n members of the sentence you can always make up (n − 1) 

phrases (syntactically related pairs of word forms), such that the members of the sentence form a connected 

graph; in particular, combining simple sentences forms the syntactic graph Snt = (X, Y) from sets of X (word 

forms) and Y (word combinations) [4]. The degree of connectedness of two-word forms is determined by their 

morphological forms (parameters). That million of phrases, the Arabic language grammar, as well as they are 

divided into three hundred syntactic relations. Direct products of lexical groups, which makes it easier to 

represent the graph Snt in-memory computer [5]. The proposed network grammar model Snt opens up the 

following opportunities in the study of NL and its implementation on a computer:  

a) Root trees from the Snt model generate simple tree sentences. Bypass pre-location-tree assigns it a 

sentence sequence; correctness of the feedback a technique known as parsing offers depends on the extent 
to which the principles of fragmentation are observed. Between these sentences, the segments (tops of 

branches) included in the sentence tree fragments in the corresponding field sentence-sequence [6]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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b) Simple sentences are used to construct more complex sentences according to the rules. From the rules 

for building a Snt model the possibility of building such a model follows grammar that any sentence of 

Arabic language (for example, sentences that meet-in literature in Arabic) [7] generates Snt syntax 

elements; hence, there is a formal definition of syntactic well-formed sentence and corresponding 

recognition algorithm for such proposals [8]. 

c) Morphology model (transformation rules words) is presented in the morphological dictionary; the 

program that implements these rules forms computer model of morphology [9]. Receptions syntax 

model (analysis (algorithms for analysis and synthesis of sentences) are demonstrated. Sentence values 
in Snt syntax presented in the semantic dictionary in the form classes to implement the semantic model 

semantics through object technologies programming [10]. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this work, we implement on the idea according to an autonomous and constructive a description of the 

syntax that generates plans for you in each plan of expression the content plan the semantic element-is 

encapsulated [11]. The language becomes a reflection elements of two sets: syntax and semantics. It seems that the 

only separation is complete the development of syntax, and semantics opens the way to formalize NL [12]. 

Otherwise, you will have to agree with statements like No one can formulate compile all the rules of Arabic 

grammar. In textbooks on General Syntax and cautiously indicated on the tree structure of the sentence and the 

graph used only for demonstration network sentence structures. I had to decide and distinguish a class of 
elementary sentences that have structure of a rooted tree, and then notice that all other sentence forms (with 

homogeneous members and complex sentences) are collected from simple sentences [13]. Many construction rules 

are syntactically correct combinations can be represented as rules of a context-free grammar (for example 

measures, expressions formed from agreed and inconsistent definitions). This fact was used to represent syntax 

rules NL through substitutions and parsing trees [14]. The sentence how much context-sensitivity one hundred is 

required to provide reasonable structures tour descriptions? (How much context-sensitivity is required to provide 

reasonable structural descriptions?) from indicates that is far from thoughts of a separate study of syntax [15]. 

 

2.1.   Morphology 

Morphology is a structure given by a triple (A, L1, F1), where A is the alphabet; L1 - original lexicon 

which is a finite set source word [16] over the alphabet A; F1 is the final set of the first morphological 
characters, which are two-digit decimal numbers [17]. Initial signs of a split are intersecting subsets; elements of 

each subset form a linear array called category (attributes). Categories in morphology the Arabic language is 

less than ten, and they are named codes: 10 (gender), 20 (number), 30 (case) and (power), the original features 

in categories coded as follows: 10 = (11, 12, 13), 20 = (21, 22), 30 = (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36) and 40 = (41, 42, 

43), or in a more familiar form [18]. The original vocabulary is also broken down into non-intersecting 

repentant subsets - the original parts of speech; each initial part of speech D1 has its own a set of categories Ψ 

and a set of features f_1; at-the sign is the string f = "α1α2 …. αk" from the original features belonging to 

different categories from the list [19]. One of the features of f1 is called the initial sign. Words from D1 have an 

initial sign; the original word s1 is represented a string like (s1: f1); form s of the word s1 with the com f will be 

represented as (s1:f_) for example, house: 21133 = home. Parts of speech are named by codes: 01 – name noun, 

02 – adjective and 07 - verb. Categories for features will be Ω= {21131, 21132, 21133, 21134, 21135, 21136, 
22131, 22132, 22133, 22134, 22135, 22136} [20]. For individual entrepreneurs from categories 10, 20, 30 and 

40 compiled 29 signs: (411121131, 411121132, 411121133, 411121134, 411121135...). The set s1: Ω= {s1: f|f 

∈Ω} is called the morphological group of the word s1, and its elements are called forms of the word s1, or only 

word. Group s1: Ω for s1 consists of 12 words, and for individual entrepreneurs - from 29-word forms; it is easy 

to see that the elements of the set s1: Ω are different. The union of the sets s1: Ω over all s1 from D1 denoted by 

D and called part of speech [16]. Morphology can now be represented even verification (A, L,Ψ_(1 ),Ω_1), 

where vocabulary L is a union all parts of speech; Ψ_(1 ) - many categories; Ω_1many signs. Numerical signs in 

the original form of the word indicate the forms of the word on which the syntax and sentences of the language 

is built. For converting NL word forms into words with numerical with signs and vice versa, appropriate 

morphological rules; they, as is known, can find in word-formation dictionaries. Consider the word s1: α1α2 • • 

αk. By definition division, the original feature αk belongs to some category Fk [21]. The morphology of NL has 
such a property that the morphological features all the rows α1α2•••αk appear, where αk runs through the 

elements of the array Fk; they form a set α1α2 • • αk-1 Fk is the paradigm of the word s1 over the category Fk 

[22]. Word forms are grouped by paradigms. In the electronic dictionary, instead of elements algorithms 

(morphological rules) that generate their elements will be written. For example, in the line (21130 home, house) 

behind the paradigm 21130, the word house lists its elements. It is possible, instead of word forms, to write put 

their postfixes like this: 
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House 0115:213000 (1) 

 

In the first part "house 0115" of the article (1) by word "House" indicates its grammatical attributes 

(01is code, 15 - masculine and inanimate); in the second part lists two morphological rules (separated by 

semicolons) by which the elements of the paradigm 21130 and 21230 are built. A two-digit number is 

assigned to the paradigm code the length of the variable part of word forms from this paradigm. To save 

memory, it makes sense to store a separate list of postfixes of paradigm elements, and in the entries of the 

dictionary indicate their ordinal numbers. Building vocabulary entries is a chore that can also be 

programmed. Let s be the usual form of the word s1 with the sign α1α2 … αk, that is, s = s1: α1α2 … αk. In 

linguistic phenomenon, morphology solves two problems: synthesis transition from s1: α1α2 … αk to s - and 
analysis - the transition from s to s1: α1α2 … αk. To analyze a word form, it will be necessary to synthesize 

all elements of the set s1: Ω. Word form analysis is complicated by the fact that from the form of the word s 

it is practically impossible to accurately guess its original form s1, and the dictionary the article begins with 

the original form of the word s. Word form analysis is a laborious procedure; to increase its efficiency, you 

need to use various search techniques from the discrete analysis [23]. 

 

2.2.   Syntax 

Let D1, D2,. ... ... , Dq - codes of parts of speech (as variable and adverbs that form one lexical 

group) in the morphology μ = (A, L,Ψ_1 〖,Ω〗_1) for them the sets signs Ω_1,Ω_1,…Ω_q respectively. If a 

∈〖 Ω〗_1, then a: Di denotes the set of words from Di possessing the attribute a, and is called the lexical 
group by feature a [24]. For example, 21135 (01) = 0121135 = {home, point, food,. ... .}.By Ω_i (Di), or 

[Di], we denote the set consisting of lexical groups Di by to all criteria a from Ω_i. For example, the set (01) 

consists of 12 lexical groups: 0121131, 0121132, 0121133, 0121134,. ... ... , 012236. By Λ_μwe denote the 

union of all [D1], [D2],. ... ... , [Dq]. Syntax building begins by selecting several pairs of lexical groups from 

the set 〖 Λ〗_μ:  
 

X1 * Y1; X2 * Y2; X3 * Y3; ... ... ... ; Xk * Yk (2) 

 

R denotes the union of works:  

 

R = X1 ∗ Y1 ∪ X2 ∗ Y2 ∪ • • ∪ Xk ∗ Yk (3) 
 

The product of lexical groups Xi ∗ Yi (i = 1,. ... ... , k) is called a syntactic relation their elements are 

syntactically related word forms or phrases; in the phrase (x, y), the word x is the main member, y is the 

dependent member of the combination. For example, 0121131 ∗ 0121132={(home, fashion), (smell, smoke), 

(sky, blue),. ... .}.The digraph (L, R) specifies the Snt syntax. Digraph (L1, R1), where L1 consists of lexical 

groups (2), and R1 is from pairs (Xi, Yi), where i = 1,. ... ... , k, also specifies packed Snt syntax; let Snt1 = 

(L1, R1). By Snt (Λ_μ) we denote some the syntax (grammar) given in Λ_μ. Syntactic relations (3) are 

specified by pairs of morphological features f1 and g1;  

 
f2 * g2; ... ... ... ; fk * gk (4) 

 

where the features fi * gi define the lexical group's Xi * Yi (i = 1,..., K), hence, immense of size, the syntax 

Snt is specified by a small set (about two hundred pairs) of features (4) from Ω_i. For example, f1 = 012131 

and g1 = 012132, f2 = 012131 and g2 = 022131,f3 = 012132 and g3 =022132, then in the graph (A, L,Ψ_(1 

),Ω_1) will be connected by (v, w) only those vertices v and w that belong to: 0121131 ∗ 0121132,0121131 * 

0221131, 0121132 * 0221132. Each of the three sets contains hundreds of thousands of items—coherent 

(agreed) definitions. The root tree in the Snt graph is called a tree expression [25]. Among the lexical groups,  

Two groups: a group of predicates GP and a group of subjects GS. If the root of a tree expression 

belongs to GP and is connected by an arc to a vertex from GS, then such a tree expression is called a tree 

clause. Traversing a tree-expression is called a sequence-expression (or merely an expression), traversing a 

tree-clause is called sentence-sequence (just a [18]). If in the grammar Snt (Λμ): 

a) The set L is the lexicon of the Arabic language, (3) - functions from the morphology of the Arabic 

language; 

b) Elements Xi ∗ Yi (i = 1, … , k) are word combinations (pairs of related word forms) admissible in the 

syntax of the Arabic language; 

c) Linked pairs of word forms in Arabic expressions form a rooted tree, 

Then Snt (Λμ) should have a lot in common with the syntax of the Arabic language; therefore, Snt (Λμ) 

will be called the model of grammar of the Arabic language [7], [26]. It is not difficult to show the existence of 
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such a grammar Snt (Λμ) that sentences found in Arabic literature will be sentences in the grammar Snt (Λμ). 

(But in the grammar Snt (Λμ) there will be sentences of dubious meaning.). The Snt grammar will be used for 

proper construction and expression recognition in the Snt syntax. Snt is an open system, it new words and 

syntactically related word pairs may appear. In particular, the well-known problem of parsing a sentence is 

similarly formulated and is solved both in NL and in Snt grammar: syntactically correct in Snt grammar the 

sentence will be a syntactically correct sentence in the Arabic grammar. A sequence of word forms a 

syntactically correct structure in the Snt grammar sentence if the graph Snt contains a tree sentence generated by 

this set of word forms. Moreover, algorithms for finding a rooted tree generated by a given set of vertices are 

well known [27]. A strict formulation of the problem of parsing a sentence and the presence of an algorithm for 

it solutions in NL grammar is already worth a lot. An important concept in Snt grammar is SF, the syntactic 

form. Shown on Figure 1. The tree has bracket representation: through the vertices H(D,E(C(A),B)) and 0 (1, 2 
(3 (5), 4)). The vertices of the tree H(D,E(C(A),B)) are lexical groups, so it generates sentence trees where the 

letter denotes a word form from the group designated with the same letter. Suggestions from Snt generated by a 

rooted tree from same syntactic form, therefore such trees are called SF. Moreover, SF is a rule that generates a 

class offers of a specific form. Suppose that i (i = 1,..., 5) of the tree with Figure 1 (SF1) is represented by the 

product of a pair features fi ∗ gi. Syntactic links between tree vertices require that f3 = f4 = g2,f5 = g3; any six 

words with the indicated signs can be the vertices of the sentence, generated by SF1. By assigning different 

word forms to different vertices of SF1, you can build different sentences. Denoting by g (t) the word form t: g 

(form g of the word t), we can write out the form of sentences generated by SF1: 

 

f1 (s1) (g1 (t1), g2 (t2) (g3 (t3) (g5 (t5)), g4 (t4))) (5) 

 
Expression (5) is conveniently represented in the form of two isomorphic trees: 

 

f1 (g1, g2 (g3 (g5), g4)): s1 (t1, t2 (t3 (t5), t4)) (6) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Root tree in Snt 

 

 

it is easy to see that SF1 is represented by the expression by f1 (g1, g2 (g3 (g5), g4)). An example of SF is 

expression 011121131 (021121131, 011121132 (021121132)), which gives rise to expressions like the old 

hunter's white house. Form (6) will store expressions in the semantic dictionary. Studies of texts show that 

the number of different SF that generate simple sentences in Arabic, provided it is worth hundreds; three 

dozen SFs allow a native speaker of Arabic to express quite eloquently your thoughts and each author of texts 

has typical for him SF, which he uses to express your thoughts [10], [28]. 
 

2.3.   Semantics 

For all its content, formal grammar without semantics does not form a language. Semantics are 

based on syntax elements; syntax elements (words and their combinations) must express knowledge. 

Knowledge expressed by an element syntax is called it is meaning or semantics. Knowledge is a specific 

form of sensation consciousness of the active state of a specific area of human memory; witness the existing 

knowledge is a person who senses it; knowledge about a word (as a sequence of letters) let's call by his name 

the words are also stored in memory; another knowledge is attached to the knowledge of the word, called its 

value; man is able to reproduce word; the human perceived word activates its meaning; the word and its 

meaning are able to activate each other, this is the essence of NL [12]. The meaning and name of a word have 

the same relationship as information in a memory cell and the address of this cell, which is stored in another 

cell. Elements of syntax and semantics are manifestations in human physiology.  
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The relationship between two phenomena: sensation-word and sensation of knowledge meant about 

language as a reflection of two entities: elements of grammar (the plan of expression) and elements of 

semantics (the plan of the meaning). For digital technology capable of operating with elements of grammar, 

become a simulator language, it is required to find something in it (in technology), representing knowledge. 

For example, the functions of the plan of values could play neural networks (electronic circuits), if they 

consisted of them; but in modern computers, the organization of memory is such that the word on the screen 

the monitor and in the computer memory are entities of the same nature. Interlocutors using only elements 

syntax, exchange knowledge. Such communication is available to two computers if they are endowed with 

the same model of the world (the knowledge network) and identical transformation rules knowledge into 

sentences and vice versa. Knowledge in the model of the world can be stored in machine memory and the 
form of syntax elements. It remains to come up with a storage technology similar to that observed in the 

language ability of a person, and not in the articles of the explanatory dictionary. The following is one of the 

possible options building a semantic vocabulary that allows storing large amounts of knowledge in a 

convenient form for software processing [6], [29]. The entry V of the dictionary stores elementary knowledge 

about the concept of V in the form of a rooted tree T (V), in which semantic relations are displayed between 

V and other concepts. With a tree T (V) there is an SF to convert T (V) to an elementary syntactically correct 

expression. The syntactic form linked to a tree T (V), we denote by SF (T (V)). Semantic the dictionary 

consists of pairs hT, SF (T) i, which were are described in (6) and are suggestions of the Snt syntax. So the 

syntax elements are used to represent knowledge. Using the example of an article on the concept stork as 

shown in Figure 2, consider the structure of the article itself and evaluate what opportunities lie in such a 

dictionary for the formation of a language. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Semantic dictionary article describing the concept of stork 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The structure consists of two parts: a heading and a body. The name of the concept is followed by its 

full code - 04063, where 04 and 0406 are codes nested inside each other two ancestors (animal and bird) stork 

concept. Behind the slash indicates the name of the parent concept (bird) and part of speech code (01) of the 

concept of the stork. The body consists of five sections: shape, property, element, event, and method. The 

section shape lists the semantic forms of the word stork; in the section property the quality of this concept 
(colour, weight and shape); in the section element the constituent parts that form the described concept.  

The event section lists the actions and states that the described concept can be subject to. The 

section method indicates the actions which the stork can perform over other concepts. In each section, 

knowledge is fixed, presented in the form of a semantic tree in parentheses; the root for all trees is the name 

of the described concept. Trees are prescribed SFs convert them to Snt syntax expressions. For example, the 

entry SF1: colour (white) can denote 011121131 (011121132 (021121132)): stork (colour (white)), that is, 

the expression white stork. Further, to construct a complex sentence from elementary can use rich experience 

syntactic and logical semantics. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
Lexical and semantic analysis of natural language texts is intended to establish statistical patterns of 

occurrence names of concepts, service words, turns. The patterns obtained as a result of such analysis allow 

not only automatically recognize named entities, but also use call them to establish a system of relationships 

concepts in the formation of preliminary dictionaries of paradigmatic and associative links. 
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